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This PDF document is a read-only version of your funding request as it currently stands.  You may print or save this document for your
records.  However, you should not attempt to edit this document. Any edits made to this PDF will not be saved in the Templeton Portal. If
there are further edits that you would like to make to your funding request, please return to the request inside the Templeton Portal, select
the appropriate section(s) of the form, make your edits, and save your work.  After saving your work in the portal you will be able to
generate a new PDF version of the funding request that includes your recent edits.

When you are satisfied with your description of the proposed project, you may go to the Templeton Portal to submit your request.  Please
note that all requests must be submitted through the Templeton Portal and the Foundation will not accept this PDF as a valid
application for funding.

After submitting your request, it will become read-only and you will not be able to make any additional edits.
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Funding Request Info

Request Type

Request Type: Core Funding Area (JTF's full range of grantmaking areas)

Core Area: Human Sciences

What prompted you to request funding from the John Templeton Foundation?: Colleague referral

Application Country: Israel
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Project

Project title: Autopoietic Systems – Tomorrow's New Social Systems A new Collective language of the consciousness

Executive Summary: 

Nature, humans, galaxies, and Creation as a whole develop or renew themselves by collapsing old structures and giving birth to new ones.
Nothing ever stands still. History tells us that systems that refuse to self-create, grow, and constantly regenerate do not survive. Even future
seems to be gloomy due to rigid structures which are too hierarchical, intensify resource exploitation, and increasingly unequal wealth
distribution. There is a need for a new approach to social paradigms that will resemble collective structures in nature that behave as
mutually-dependent system. 

Our new social model is based on Maturana & Varela's, biology researchers from Chile who were Nobel Prize candidates in the 1970s for
their research on Autopoiesis and Cognition (1972). They introduced the breakthrough concept of Unified Autopoietic systems that are
constantly moving to the next highest dimension (evolution).

Our research will take place on Kibbutz Yagur, which is at the crossroads between privatization and new collective society. The autopoietic
nature-recursive interactions, autonomy, self-reference, self-creation and self-composing-allows them to constantly grow, regenerate, and
change not as a result of external coercion, but due to internal choices of the collective intelligence.

Project Description: 

Our Big Question is: What will enable systems to become more robust, flexible, self-creating, powerful, influential, and successful, while
evolving with rapid changes (as in nature)?

According to Nafeez Ahmed (The Guardian) and Safa Motesharri (Atmos) of the US National Science Foundation, most empires collapsed
because of "economic stratification of society into Elites and Masses". Over the past several years, many societies such as Egypt, Syria,
Turkey, Greece, Spain, and now Ukraine experienced deep crises due to economic downfalls and negation of different cultures, a deep
crisis in the nature of Man, existential meaning, and the spirit of action. Even NASA predicted a civilization collapse in the coming
decades. The shift between realities tells us that hierarchy structures that do not match organic structures in nature, crack. Social gaps,
separations, egoism, personal benefits, also lead social systems today to the most profound crises.

Our research focus on developing a new society structure instead on fixing the collapsed old ones, and suggesting organic structure. A
society that lives as one body, enhanced consciousness. This will lead our social systems:
• From a low vibration reality to a higher vibration reality - timescale is changing.
• From horizontal movement to vertical movement – constant change.
• From terrestrial concepts to a more flexible, durable, and healthier dimension of existence.
• From the US - I (tribal v. individual power) paradigm to the new WE (Power of unity) paradigm.
• From personal benefit to the good of the whole (equality).
• From dependence on external crutches to dependence on the will of essence – Internal freedom.
• From industrial mechanical systems (Cathedral) to a more dynamic and regenerated structures as in nature (Bazaar).
• From limited choices to abundance of alternatives.

Nourishing the autopoietic characters of a collective consensual domain (structural coupling), social systems will evolve into robust,
flexible, healthier, and powerful systems, especially when changes accelerate. They will move from the US - I paradigm: material
swinishness, ostentation, power, and aggressiveness, solving symptomatic instead of root problems, loss of conscience and values,
increasing social inequalities - to the new paradigm of UNITY (WE). There is no separation between the system and its environment, and
there is no separation between system's parts. Thus creating a Less Time/ Less Effort/ Less Material, More Energy/ More Power/ More
Influence reality, enabling systems to ascend, grow, and regenerate in a constantly changing world. 

This new approach to social systems such as Autopoietic systems - where autonomous people (vs. individuals) and interdependency flirt for
the common denominator and the greater good - will create a consensual-domain structure of unity. This means that consensual domains
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can be built if all partners strike set aside their ego, self-interest, conditional acceptance, criticism, comparison etc. They must embrace all
the people, every point of view, and treat each other equally. Only this Unity enables all partners in the consensual domain to achieve
resistance, flexibility, health, strength, and higher valuable and meaningful goals. 

In our research, we are going to investigate and implement this new approach on Kibbutz Yagur because:
A. Kibbutz Yagur is under a privatization process.
B. Only few areas of the kibbutz life will retain the old mutual-responsibility approach.
C. Yet, they are looking for a promising new social approach enabling them to sew  privatization along with unity & collective Intelligence
consensual domain. 

As part of the research, we will question all 700 kibbutz members, study the shift between the painful privatization processes (since the
1980s), and find cracks through which we will implement the new autopoietic collective model in order to create sustainable collective
social structure.

Project Description Attachment: figures - BGED.docx

Project Relationship to Previous Grants: No

Strategic Promise: 

Our new social model of constructing autopoietic systems, puts in the center of consensual domains relationship that are based on six
values: belonging, learning, trust, communication/dialogue, responsibility, and commitment. The deeper these valus take roots, the higher
quality relationship we get in the consensual domain. James Hutton named a collective system bodily organ as “super-organism.” It has
thousands of individual cells, and though each cell is unique and autonomous, it cooperates with others for the greater good. A cell
motivated by self-interest is called cancerous.
The new autopoietic consensual domain systems are more complex, enriched, flexible, durable, healthy and happy. We can see the new
autopoietic structure in Open-Source software communities, in Wikipedia community and in ant's colonies. Such collective-intelligence
behavior proves more efficient, and creates faster growth and development than any other social structure.

Capacity for Success: 

Dr. Hagai Folkman is an entrepreneur, computer engineer, physicist, and philosopher. He studied physics and graduated from the
Ben-Gurion University’s Computer Engineering Department. He founded EnQuad Technology Inc. - an Israeli startup, and managed
technology departments in Israel, India, and China. He is an expert in collective intelligence and wisdom of the crowd philosophy, and
studied decision-making processes based on wisdom of the crowd. 

Dr. Bracha Klein Tayir, one of the top organizational consultants and trainers in human and organizational spiritual development in Israel,
is known for her courage to shape unique breakthrough concepts, enabling to achieve excellence standards. She wrote six books about it,
and taught in many universities programs. These days she devotes her research toward developing tomorrow's new social systems – the
100th floor systems.

Expected Outputs: 

Turning social systems into autopoietic systems is a big revolution. It means that systems are turning into sacred temples for the perpetual
motion of learning and changing toward higher dimensions. Our research will explore ways to do so expecting to achieve:
• A new social system model enables all organizations to become durable, flexible, healthier, creative, and powerful, in a constantly
changing reality.
• A book on the new autopoietic social systems.
• Scientific papers.
• New tools such as co-play brain storming, listening circles, co-play web, leading to a more harmonic decision making processes in favor
of the whole.
• An implementation model in different organizations.
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Expected Outcomes: 

Autopoietic systems that are constantly moving to the next highest dimension (evolution), is the focus of our research. The autopoietic
nature; recursive interactions, autonomy, self-reference, self-creation and self-composing, implemented in Kibbutz Yagur, will allow it to:
1. Constantly grow, regenerate, and change to more complex, flexible, durable, healthier, happier and more successful system.
2. Make a more collective decisions favored the collective good.
3. Members paradigm shift from US – I to WE (unity).
4. Evolve by developing a consensual domain, stitched with thread of love, respect, caring, responsibility, and mutual surety.
5. Yet, every autonomous is responsible for his own path only.

Enduring Impact: 

Providing a new social structure that thrives on and flourishes with the interest of the whole, will prove its efficiency for all systems. We
believe that more kibbutzim and other organizations will adopt the idea of an autopoietic systems - a collective consensual domain
(structural coupling), that evolve into robust, flexible, healthier, and powerful systems, especially when changes accelerate.  Their
uniqueness is the development of altruistic autonomous. The intensity of this research will have impact not only on Israel but on the whole
world.

Currency: US dollars

Request Amount: 1150000

Total Project Amount: 1150000

Additional Funding from Other Sources: 

None

Proposed Project Start Date: 01/01/2015

Proposed Project End Date: 12/31/2016

Relation to Sir John Templeton's Donor Intent: 

Sir John Templeton vision, passion, and action toward equality, spirituality, human values, and harmony, are  in the heart of our research
purpose. We believe that tomorrow's new social systems will be more ethical, more spiritual, more collective, more unified, more
influential, more Autopoiesis. We believe that by introducing the concept of Autopoiesis – consensual domain systems will impact reality,
humans and creation.
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Personnel

Primary Contact Information
Prefix: Dr.

First Name/Given Name: Hagai

Middle Names: Eliezer

Last Name, Family Name, or Surname: Folkman

Suffix: 

Title: 

E-mail: hagai@co-play.com

Phone Number: 9720542937032

Project Leader

Project Leader Status: The Primary Contact is the Project Leader

Project Leader’s CV/Resume Upload: CV HAGAI- English BGED.docx

Project Co-Leader

Project Co-Leader Status: The Project Co-Leader is different from the Primary Contact

Project Co-Leader Contact Information
Prefix: Dr.

First Name/Given Name: Bracha

Middle Names: 

Last Name, Family Name, or Surname: Klein Tayir

Suffix: 

Title: 

E-mail: argania@bezeqint.net

Phone Number: 9720522998548
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Project Co-Leader’s CV/Resume Upload: cv bracha .doc

Personnel Relationship to JTF: No

Additional Request Contact Name(s): 

Roi Lotan Glazer, Objective Truth: The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute - roilotan@hamataraemet.org

Eliezer Grinboim, Objective Truth: The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute - ely@hamataraemet.org

History with the Foundation: 

We have no history with the Foundation. We heard about it from a colleague.
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Organization

Organization Name: Hamatara Emet: The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute.

Also Known As: 

Organization Country: Israel

Web Address: http://www.en.hamataraemet.org

Funding Relationship with Templeton entities: No
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